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Dream Fall (Amy Plum) YA PLUM
Seven insomniac teenagers participate in an experimental sleep study and find
themselves thrown together in a shared dreamworld where their worst nightmares
come to life.

Fiendish (Brenna Yovanoff) YA YOVANOFF
Clementine DeVore, seventeen, is determined to learn what happened ten years ago
that led to her magical imprisonment and problems in her town, but a dangerous
attraction to Fisher, the boy who freed her, town politics, and the terrifying Hollow get
in the way.

House of Furies (Madeleine Roux) YA ROUX
After escaping a harsh school where punishment was the lesson of the day, seventeenyear-old Louisa Ditton is thrilled to find employment as a maid at a boarding house. But
soon after her arrival at Coldthistle House, Louisa begins to realize that the
house's mysterious owner, Mr. Morningside, is providing much more than lodging for
his guests. Far from a place of rest, the house is a place of judgment, and Mr.
Morningside and his unusual staff are meant to execute their own justice on those who
are past being saved. Louisa begins to fear for a young man named Lee who is not like
the other guests. He is charismatic and kind, and Louisa knows that it may be up to her
to save him from an untimely judgment. But in this house of distortions and lies, how
can Louisa be sure whom to trust?
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The Hollow Girl (Hillary Monahan) YA MONAHAN
Bethan is the apprentice to a green healer named Drina in a clan of Welsh Romanies.
Her life is happy and ordered - and modest, as required by Roma custom - except for
one thing: the son of the chieftain has been secretly harassing her. One night, Silas and
his friends brutally assault her and a half-Roma friend, Martyn. As empty and hopeless
as she feels after the attack, she asks Drina to bring Martyn back from death's door.
"There's always a price for this kind of magic," Drina warns. They way to save him is
gruesome. Bethan must collect grisly pieces to fuel the spell: an ear, some hair, an eye, a
nose, and fingers. She gives the boys who assaulted her a chance to come forward and
apologize. And when they don't, she knows exactly where to collect her ingredients to
save Martyn.

The May Queen Murders (Sarah Jude) YA JUDE
When her beloved cousin goes missing after a May Day celebration, sixteen-year-old Ivy
discovers that both her cousin and her hometown in the Missouri Ozarks are as full of
secrets as the woods that surround them.
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Campfire (Shawn Sarles) YA SARLES
Sixteen-year-old Maddie's camping trip with family and friends in a remote mountain
location turns deadly as stories told around the campfire begin coming true.
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Through the Woods (Emily Carroll) YA GRAPHICS CARROLL
Our neighbor's house -- A lady's hands are cold -- His face all red -- My friend Janna -The nesting place.
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Anna Dressed in Blood (Kendare Blake) YA BLAKE
For three years, seventeen-year-old Cas Lowood has carried on his father's work of
dispatching the murderous dead, traveling with his kitchen-witch mother and their
spirit-sniffing cat, but everything changes when he meets Anna, a girl unlike any ghost
he has faced before.

A Monster Calls (Patrick Ness) YA NESS
Thirteen-year-old Conor awakens one night to find a monster outside his bedroom
window, but not the one from the recurring nightmare that began when his mother
became ill--an ancient, wild creature that wants him to face truth and loss.

The Creeping (Alexandra Sirowy) YA SIROWY
Twelve years ago Stella and Jeanie vanished while picking strawberries. Stella returned
minutes later, with no memory of what happened. Jeanie was never seen or heard from
again. Now Stella is seventeen, and she's over it. She's the lucky one who survived, and
sure, the case is still cloaked in mystery - and it's her small town's ugly legacy - but Stella
is focused on the coming summer. She's got a great best friend, a hookup with an
irresistibly crooked smile, and two months of beach days stretching out before her.
Then along comes a corpse, a little girl who washes up in an ancient cemetery after a
mudslide, and who has red hair just like Jeanie did. Suddenly memories of that haunting
day begin to return, and when Stella discovers that other red-headed girls have gone
missing as well, she begins to suspect that something sinister is at work. And before the
summer ends, Stella will learn the hard way that if you hunt for monsters, you will find
them.
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Blood and Salt (Kim Liggett) YA LIGGETT
Determined to find her mother when she disappears, Ash follows her to Quivara,
Kansas, the spiritual commune she escaped long ago. But something sinister and ancient
waits among the rustling cornstalks of this village lost to time. Her mother is nowhere to
be found, but Ash is plagued by memories of her ancestor, Katia, which harken back to
the town's history of unrequited love, murder, alchemy, and immortality. Charming
traditions give way to a string of deaths. And Ash feels herself drawn to Dane, a
mysterious, forbidden boy with secrets of his own. As the community prepares for a
ceremony five hundred years in the making, Ash fights to save her mother, her lover,
and herself. She must discover the truth about Quivara before it's too late. Before she's
all in - blood and salt.

In the Shadow of Blackbirds (Cat Winters) YA WINTERS
In San Diego in 1918, as deadly influenza and World War I take their toll, sixteen-yearold Mary Shelley Black watches desperate mourners flock to séance’s and spirit
photographers for comfort and, despite her scientific leanings, must consider if ghosts
are real when her first love, killed in battle, returns

The Diviners (Libba Bray) YA BRAY
Seventeen-year-old Evie O'Neill is thrilled when she is exiled from small-town Ohio to
New York City in 1926, even when a rash of occult-based murders thrusts Evie and her
uncle, curator of The Museum of American Folklore, Superstition, and the Occult, into
the thick of the investigation.
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The Name of the Star (Maureen Johnson) YA JOHNSON
Rory, of Boueuxlieu, Louisiana, is spending a year at a London boarding school when she
witnesses a murder by a Jack the Ripper copycat and becomes involved with the very
unusual investigation.

The Graveyard Book (Neil Gaiman) YA GAIMAN
An orphaned boy is raised by ghosts and other denizens of the graveyard.

